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Abstract 
Symbolic thingking is a kind of thinking between imaginal thinking and abstract 
thinking. Different from the two kinds of thinking, it shares in common with the 
former in visual characteristic and with the latter in abstract characteristic. Symbolic 
thinking illustrates delicate feeling and abstract idea through symbolic marks. 
Symbolic marks seem to be special type of marks, which, as the carrier for the 
symbolic thinking, always suggest abstract idea and feeling through certain visual 
images. We can realize the symbolic meaning with the touching off of symbolic 
marks, not by direct expression or logical reasoning, but by analogism and suggestion. 
Therefore, the symbolic thinking is often accompanied with obvious subjectivity and 
mystique. The symbol and the religion seem to have long and the close relation. From 
the perspective of cultural anthropology, religion is just a kind of system of symbolic 
culture. The reason lies in the fact that religious belief and religious feeling are 
expressed by a series of symbolic marks. Such thinking is called "religious symbolic 
thinking" in the West. 
As the native religion of China, Taoism seems to be accompanied with the bright 
colour of symbolic culture.The symbolic thinking may be regarded as the thinking 
mode of the Chinese people. In the historical process of formation, Taoism on the one 
hand absorbed all kinds of achievement of the symbolic culture of ancient China, on 
the one hand created a special system of symbolic to illustrate its deity belief, deity 
pedigree and the magic ceremony. We use "Taoist symbolic thinking" to name the 
Taoist thinking mode with which to construct its religious cultural system. Taoist 
symbolic thinking is not the only thinking mode of Taoism, but its typical thinking 
mode. The research on the Taoist symbolic thinking is not only the key for us to 
understand the Taoist symbolic culture, but also lend a helping hand for us to 
comprehend the contents of the religious culture of Taoism. Such a research means 
the specialization of the religious studies, and an adjustment of the Taoism research. 
The present paper "A Study of the Symbolic Thinking of Taoism" intends to 
examine prototype, apperance, attribute and the function of the system of the Taoist 















divided into four parts in the structure, the first part "Introductory remarks" is the 
foundation for making points, which elaborates the basic connotation of the symbolic 
theory, the compendium of its development. I will expound the meaning and the 
method of the research of the symbolic thinking of Taoism with the studies by 
Chinese and foreign scholars on this aspect as the basis. 
The first chapter "The Origin of the Taoist Symbolic Thinking" mainly examines 
the formation of the symbolic thinking of Taoism. The symbolic thinking is the major 
thinking mode of the primitive people. Heritage of the primitive culture records the 
information of the primitive symbolic thinking. Chinese characters and the ancient 
myths are the carrier of the symbolic thinking of the ancient Chinese people. Graph 
writings of the antiquity time manifested vividly the wisdom of the symbolic thinking 
in the bud, and the Chinese character always maintains its pictographic characteristic 
or the pictographic principle throughout in the process of the historical development. 
Reflecting the symbolic thinking of the ancient Chinese people, Chinese characters 
are always the core of the Chinese culture, infiltrating all of the religions including 
Taoism. In the writings by the scholars of cultural anthropology, the myth thinking is 
usually the another name for the symbolic thinking. Ancient times the myth generally 
did not analogy in the determination the association, the metaphor suggested and so 
on the symbolic ways have created one kind of myth symbol world. The primitive 
myths created a kind of symbolic world with analogy, association and metaphor 
suggestion unconsciously. The Taoist myth as the extention of the primitive myth 
disseminates its deity belief with the symbolic thinking consciously and abroadly. 
Taoism absorbed the wisdom of ancient myths, and finally formed the symbolic 
thinking with the Taoist characteristic. 
The second chapter "The Prototype of the Taoist Symbolic Thinking" analyzes 
Taoist symbolic marks with the symbolic theory is as well as the mark theory and the 
prototype theory. This chapter takes the marks of quantity and color mark and the 
marks of Taoist fulu and incantation as examples, and analyzes the symbolic emblems 
reflected in Taoist cultural system which are represented by these marks. As a kind of 
religious culture, the doctrines of Taoism seem mysterious and hard to understand; as 
a kind of symbolic culture, the deity world and the cultivation method of Taoism may 
be realized by the appearance of these symbolic prototype. In the Taoist system of  
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color, moreover, all of these marks of quantity and color combine together 
symbolizing Taoist universe pattern, the concept of heavenly way and the deity belief. 
As the symbolic marks of Taoism, both the emblems and the incantations represent 
spirits and their strength----the former by picture and the latter by language. Picture 
and language become mysterious with the function to summon spirits for their service. 
The third chapter "The major function of the symbolic thinking of Taoism" 
explain the symbolic thinking of Taoism from the three perspectives: cognition and 
interpretation; curing disease and preserving health; aesthetic sublimation. Taoism 
creates its belief system throgh the symbolic thinking and symbolic marks, on the 
other hand give voice to the special understanding of the universe, human society and 
the individual life. The Taoist cultivation theory and other practice methods take 
"becoming immortal" as the ultimate concern. Its practical significance is often 
displayed by curing disease and preserving health. The symbolic thinking seems to 
have very close relation with artistic thinking, with the symbolizing means as the most 
important artistic expression means.Taoism has created the magnificent Taoist art in 
its long historic course, involves literature, music, calligraphy, drawing, sculpture, 
building and so on. These artistic work of Taoism has fully manifested the aesthetic 
sublimation function of Taoism. 
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